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President’s Message
Well it has been a wonderful summer here for
cruising and shows. I hope many of you were
able to attend local events as well as a few
further a field. As usual the Fleetwood
Country Cruizein at Steve Plunketts was a
success with just enough rain to wash off the
road dust and a beautiful weekend otherwise.
We had nine Avanti in attendance and two
others who made the attempt, but had issues
along the way. We hope those problems have
been sorted out and they were able to enjoy
the
rest
of
the
summer
events.

My high point of the summer was attending the International Meet in Gettysburg Pa. in July.
This was held in conjunction with SDC Keystone Chapter and featured about 300 Studebakers
overall including 80 or so Avanti of all eras. What a treat to see nine of the 2000/06 series cars
as well as one original AVX. I would encourage all members to attend a meet such as this as
you really get the feeling of just how special a car the Avanti is. Being able to view 25 or 30
original 63/64 cars allows you to see the variations as well as similarities between cars. When I
consider that #1001 was produced in late June of 1962, and reflect that my own car #1404 was
built in October of 62 I realize that these cars were being produced at the rate of about 100 cars
per month! Hardly adequate to fill the thousands of early orders that poured in, only to be
cancelled due to lack of supply. From day one it seems all of the Avanti including the later
models were basically hand built. Despite Studebakers other problems at the time, it becomes
obvious that supply was the death knell for the Avanti. They had the design, the engineering,
performance, marketing but just weren't able to deliver. My own car although, shipped to a
Hamilton dealer in late 1962 and wasn't titled until February of 1964 in Toronto.
But now to the real highpoint of Gettysburg. CAOA was honoured by being awarded First Place
for 2010- 2011 Newsletter Editor Award from AOAI which is a real feather in our cap as we
were up against all other chapters’ world wide. Also CAOA was the recipient of a Distinguished
Member Award. Both of these honours go to Mike Emmerich, our editor, and distinguished
member. Way to go Mike! The executive of AOAI had many compliments for our chapter and
all the hard work the various members have contributed over the years. We definitely have their
continued support. So let’s try to get a real showing at next year’s event in South Bend in July.
Not too early to begin considering planning for this. It looks to be an activity packed few days
and in the home of Studebaker no less. Watch for further announcements.
And for any who can attend, both the Can Am zone meet in BC and the SDC Maple Leaf Tour in
Ontario are coming up. Let’s try to get as many as possible to attend, these last opportunities to
get that Avanti out there. And don't forget Drive Your Studebaker Day Sept. 10 and send in
those pictures.
Until next time…

All the Best Steve Wohleber
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Editor’s Message...
What a summer! I don’t know about your
home, but little to no rain all summer long.
It only seemed to rain when I wanted to
take the cars out notably Bothwell and
A&W cruise which I arranged as a
Studebaker show. Irregardless, both our
Avanti and Coupe saw many kilometers
this summer.
One great thing about owning a unique
vehicle is all the looks and stares you get.
We enjoy driving our Avanti more or less as a regular car in the summer. This means it
goes to many places a collector car would not go. People who do not normally attend car
shows or go to cruise nights see it at the Waterloo market or LeBarons for example.
Interest is shown and they invariably ask where I go with it. I rhyme off the numerous
cruise nights or shows I may/may not attend. It is surprising how many times I meet
someone at the A&W who say they saw me at X store last week. One thing I have started
to do is when someone shows some interest in the Avanti, I ask them if they would like to
sit in it. Many immediately say no, but are very happy I asked. The ones who accept have
a grin from ear to ear when they finally leave (many times with their significant other
taking a picture of them in the car). I guess it is the little things that really matter.
Steve gave me the news when he got back from Gettysburg. We won first place for our
newsletter, presented to me as the editor. Thanks have to go out to all of you who have
submitted articles and pictures. If it wasn’t for you, we would not have such a great
newsletter. I also have to thank Steve Wohleber for nominating me for the Distinguished
Member Award and everyone who seconded and carried the motion. I was very surprised
when the AOAI agreed and gave me this award. I look forward to actually seeing them in
September.
I finally got tired of having my tires rub on the fenders. While they looked good, they
were just too big and made for some scary moments out on the road. I decided to buy
some new wheels with a slight negative offset and moved the front tires to the back and
bought new tires for the front, one size smaller. What a difference this made. I can now
take corners without cringing, even with a little vigor. Plus, I can put the old wheels on
the 1963 Lark four-door and give it a little attitude.
Many more shows and cruises left for 2011 so keep that wax on and enjoy the cooler fall
weather. Remember that our elections come up in November so I will keep you up-todate with what is happening.
Cheers!

By Mike Emmerich
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Letters to the Editor
June 9: Hi Mike, How was Plunkett's weekend? I have short steering arms, not installed
yet. I purchased a rack; looks like it shouldn't be too bad a job to do. Mechanical engineer
son in law anxious to get at it but I'm holding off a little, need A frame bushings, have
them but want to install them first. Rack will likely wait until fall, it's nearly the middle
of June and I've only had the car out a few times (crappy spring, actually, what spring?)
so want to do some driving. A & W this evening, usually 100 to 150 cars on a regular
night, and a car show on the weekend in New Glasgow, just under two hours from here.
Be well & I'll update you, plan to take lots of pics of rack job and have some bracket
dwgs and notes.
Brian Chappelle
June 21: Hi Mike, Sharon and I were on a 14 day cruise in the Northern Baltic Sea wonderful time but no Studebakers or Avanti sighted. We flew from London to
Chicago and picked up another Classic 77 GMC motorhome and drove it home. Arrived
last Monday noon. Now doing a lot of catch up at the office and restaurant.
Last Thursday I fired up the Avanti and saw steering fluid pour onto the garage floor.
The clamp on one of the hoses to the steering valve gave way.
Got that fixed and had it on the road since - daily. I heard from Brian Chappelle who said
he would come to see me. I have asked Bob McLean to be on standby for a get together.
Yesterday I stopped by an Auto centre and picked up wrap for my headers. A project for
this weekend. Also going to install air vents to the upper inner wheel wells to help move
air thru the engine compartment. I will be calling Pete Yuen to work on the up coming
Rally in August. More to come. .. . Best regards.
Dwayne Jacobson.
Editor: Sounds like one busy guy (and gal)! I have always wanted to do that – buy a
vehicle a distance away and drive it home. I am sure it can be an adventure!
June 27: Hi Mike, Brian came over to our place, took him for a short run in the Avanti
over to Bob's and spent 1/2 hr looking at Bob's Avanti and his 1936 Hupmobile (he has
had this for more than 52 years) Brian took pics then headed back to Langley where he
was involved with a convention for the Canadian Owners and Pilots Association. Brian
and Norma have put the welcome mat out for when we visit the East Coast. Best Regards,
Dwayne Jacobson.
June 23: I received a call from Steve (Plunkett) last night. He every much appreciated
getting the dash plaque and the Avanti calendar; he thanked us many times during the
conversation. I said all the thanks go to him for putting on such a great event. He gave me
some stats from the event, a total of $595,000 was raised for 33 charities (last year was
$345,000). He said that there were one ton of fries and 3,500 hamburgers consumed. The
outside parking raised $30,000. Sunday was half the participation of Saturday. He also
said that there were 91 motor homes on the property. A very successful and enjoyable
event for everyone.
Wayne Hamilton
Editor: I agree. I have been coming since 2007 and enjoyed every show. We definitely
need to have an Avanti display again next year – see if we can beat nine!

By Mike Emmerich
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Letters to the Editor
July 4: Mike, It was one of the best international meets (Springfield Missouri) I have
been to in some years. It was very well organized, the meet hotel was one of the best and
the hotel cost was better than most. The only negative was the four mile distance from
hotel to swap meet and car show. This however is becoming more common. Next year
the meet hotel is downtown SB. Activities are at Century Centre, Swap meet and car
show are at fairgrounds. It was away above the Glendale meet last year and the Charlotte
Meet.
Ray Martin (Pictures by Bob Barrick)

July 10: Hi Mike, just purchased a 1983 Avanti (RQB 3772).Would love to talk to you.
Glenn Stevens, 902-564-0005 or 902-578-3860. Looking forward to speaking to you.
Thanks, Glenn
Editor: Love to provide any help I can. I have made a few repairs to our car and have
learned a few idiosyncrasies that I would be happy to share.

July 23: This photo is of our 2 year-old grandson
Kolton, at the 2011 Cruising on King Street,
Kitchener, ON, July 8th. His first ride is an
Avanti ... "Give'er a toot Kolton!"
Fred Parry
Editor: Never too young to start…

August 4: Hello Mike, Attached is a
picture of my ’79 Avanti II, my wife and
I attended “Classics in the Park” in Barrie
7/23/11. A beautiful day and a great spot
for a car show thanks to Barrie Thunder
Classic Car Club. It was a hot windy ride
home. I couldn’t use the “air” because if I
By Mike Emmerich
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Letters to the Editor
did the car running temperature went way up. I think I have it cured now; re-cored rad,
bigger flex fan, add on thermostatic electric fan and a front spoiler. If that doesn’t work, I
give up! While I was at it, added a new chrome 100 amp alternator to handle any power
requirements of the electric fan. Yours truly,
Harry Clark
August 4: Hi Mike, I attended the car
show at Ogdensburg New York with the
SDC group. I was in Class 3 which
covered 1950 to 1964 Production Stock
cars. I was not anticipating the award but
took it anyway. It was for Best in Class
other than Big Three.
.
Peter Sant (photo by Will Norton)

August 4: Rolly and Diane Larmour
attended the Ogdensburg NY car show on
July 31 when Will Norton took this
picture.

August 14: Jim and Barb Anderson attended the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
“Vintage Wheels and Wings” show in Hamilton, ON. While the weather surrounding the
museum, located at Hamilton Airport, was not the best, they had a good showing of cars
and planes.

By Mike Emmerich
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Letters to the Editor
August 16: Hi Mike, Here’s a couple of pics from the weekend of my car in the
Northland Chapter of The Studebaker Driver’s Club car show in Proctor MN. We saw an
old abandoned Avanti in Grand Marais, Mn. No one seems to know who owns it, or
anything about it. It’s been there for as long as people can remember.
Jim Hinsperger
Editor: Excellent condition, only needs a little TLC to be a show car!

August 17: Mike, Great show in Sudbury, even in a park with trees and shade! About
300 cars and 100 of them Rods and customs on a Province wide tour. Will forward pics
and info for newsletter. Also Gettysburg stuff. Just been busy here with guests,
granddaughter etc.
.
Steve Wohleber
Editor: Appears you made an impression as well – you showed up on page 18A in Old
Autos, dated August 15, 2011. Another rear-end shot!
August 17: Hello Mike, We attended a
United Way cruise out of Lindsay this
summer (May 28). Attached is a photo of
our Avanti at one of the stops on the tour,
Pioneer Village in Bobcaygeon. My wife,
whose hobby is photography, entered this
photo in the Fenelon Falls fair and she
won a first in the category. Yours truly,
Harry & Jane Clark
Editor: This is good enough for the 2012
Avanti calendar!
By Mike Emmerich
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Meet Graham Gagne
I can’t remember just how I came to be interested in
Studebakers. Our family never owned one and I only
ever remember seeing one. It happened to be a ’57
Golden Hawk which was owned by John Ferris whom I
had contact from time to time but not a ‘friendship’
as he was a few years older. John was known to be a
very fast driver and at times a bit risky to say the
least. My memory of the car is seeing it at our high
school at the end of the day when he came by to pick
up his girl friend whom he would later marry. He
would back the car up to the front of the school and all us guys would be impressed by the fins
and the dual exhausts. He of course would exit appropriately which added to our enjoyment.
When I first started looking for a collector car I naturally sought out cars of my past: 1956
Fords, 1967 & 1957 Corvettes, 1963 Valiant’s, etc. The models I was interested in were it
seemed to me, way overpriced and, more importantly, they seemed to be everywhere. Somewhere
along the line I thought of Studebakers and I remembered seeing a ‘Lowey Coupe’ sitting in
someone’s front lawn a few years back and that was the beginning of my interest in Studebakers.
It took a couple of years for me to figure out what
model I was interested in and then to find a suitable
candidate. I chose a ’54 Champion Coupe. I did find
one but, it was clean across the country in Victoria.
Thanks to the Studebaker club I was able to get a
local member (Jim Christenson who has since passed
away) to check it out. As it turned out finding it was
easier and faster that getting it back on the road that took another 14 years. There were three good
reasons for the delay and all of them were
Studebakers.
In the late 1990s we were told of a ’50 Champion that
was coming up in a Sherriff’s sale in PEI. Out of
curiosity we checked it out and it seemed to us that we
could get it on the road easily as opposed to the ’54
that needed just about everything repaired, overhauled
or painted. So in the interest of getting ourselves
Studebakering properly we put in a bid. As you can
guess we won the car. It turned out to need quite a bit
of attention to get it rolling, but we did and we enjoyed
it for a few years.

By Graham Gagne
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Meet Graham Gagne
The next ‘Studebaker’ delay was a ’66 Commander that was pretty well drivable as is even though
it needed all four fenders and floor pan work. Still it was a nice little car and the price was right
so home it came. With a little bit of attention it too was on the road.
Now by this time I had built a new two car garage to
house the Studebakers. It just isn’t a good idea to
leave your Studebakers out in the elements. I had to
leave the ’50 outside over one winter and it was a
disaster – there was surface rust everywhere! So
now we had three cars and a two car garage. One had
to go. We already had a Champion in the ’54 which
was the main Studebaker so we decided to let the ’50
go and it went to a new home in Indiana.
It was 2002 and now all the Studebakers were indoors.
That summer we attended the
International Meet in South Bend. While there our group from the Atlantic Canada Chapter
bought tickets on the Keystone Chapter’s raffle ’63 Avanti R1 that was on display. We enjoyed
the meet, went home and thought no more of the Avanti. But as fate would have it we got a call
one cold March evening to tell us we were the happy winners! What a surprise. I tripped over the
phone chord three times while yelling to Katherine that we had won an Avanti! That April we
drove to Pennsylvania and brought our ‘new to us’ Studebaker Avanti home. We now have three
Studebakers again but, we don’t want to sell any of them. What to do. We have an old one car
garage that we keep our daily driver in so from here on in the daily driver gets to live out in the
weather! The old garage is to be restored and a car port added so all the vehicles can be under
cover – I absolutely hate scrapping off snow and ice before I can get going on winter days.
The Avanti was ‘drivable’, had a presentable paint job and a very reasonable original interior
except for the dash. When I say drivable I should have added the adjective ‘barely’ but the
raffle cars come ‘as is’ which is clearly stated and was understood. It needed a good 20 years
worth of maintenance and repair. The list of work done is way too long so let’s just say that every
year since 2003 we have done service work and made improvements. At this point it is a solid
driver and we’ve taken it to the meet in Charlotte, NC and to a NE Zone meet. It is our
preferred driver as it has working factory AC which is a blessing.
I installed Power Steering last winter and that has made a world of difference. It is now much
more of a pleasure to drive and of course, park. Our Studebakers are not perfect and certainly
not trailer queens but, they all look good (except for the ’66 which is only passable at this point)
and are very dependable drivers. We hope to continue to enjoy our raffle Avanti for many years
to come.
Note: Our ’54 has been modified with ’53 grille inserts.

By Graham Gagne
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Avanti Down East – Summer 2011
Avanti have been out and about in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick giving the old car
lovers something different to check over. Brian Chappell attended the Flaunt & Flash
car show in Stewiacke, NS. That was the chosen show & shine venue for the Atlantic
Canada Chapter in 2011. There were seven Studebakers in all including Brian's sharp
1975 Avanti II. Along with the Avanti there were only about four other unusual
collector cars that day: '53 Henry J, '69 Daimler V8, '73 Jensen III Interceptor and an
'82 mid engined Ferrari 308. The show hosts about 200 cars and was well attended
again this year.
The biggest event for Atlantic
Canada has to be the Atlantic
Nationals in Moncton, NB. This
year 1924 cars were registered for
the four day event. On show day
six Studebakers were scattered
amongst the hundreds of cars. One
of these was Boyd Geddes' candy
apple red '64 R2 Avanti. It is
always an eye catcher.
Brian, Boyd and I all enjoy driving our Avanti. Brian's is out to the A&W cruise-ins on a
regular basis besides trips in and around the province. Boyd is on the streets of
Moncton from early spring until, literally, the snow flies in the late fall. We have three
Studebakers so the Avanti has to share driving fun with our '54 Champion and '66
Commander. Our Avanti didn't get to see the sun until just recently. It remained in
winter storage as I didn't have a space for it in our Studebaker garage. The Avanti will
be going back into the garage to have its dash replaced this winter – for the second
time! But that's another story for later.

Brian's 1975 Avanti – Brian can be seen at the top left. The quality of the paint work
shows up well in the reflection of our '54 Champion in Brian's photo.
By Graham Gagne
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Getty
ysburg 2011
Minimal at best, I kn
now...I'm nott the best rep
porter...that'ss why you w
won the award!! See
http://ww
ww.aoai.org//gettysburg2011/avantico
oncours/indeex.html and
http://zon
nemeet.sdck
keystoneregio
on.com/ for additional piictures.

1963/1964
4 Studebaker Avanti.

Avanti II.

2000 and up Avanti.

AVX.

First placee winners.

Steve W
Wohleber acceppting Distinguisshed Member
Award aand 1st Place N
Newsletter Awaard from Max
Starkey and John Hulll on behalf of M
Mike Emmerichh.

By Steve Wohleber
W
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Festival at the 40
The Festival at the Forty is promoted as a free
community festival with events for all ages
scheduled over a 3 day period in Grimsby,
Ontario. Main Street, Ontario Street, Grimsby
Museum and Coronation Park are where all the
events take place. From Military Re-enactments
to Face Painting, Live Music and Buskers, the
streets of downtown Grimsby will come alive
with activity for residents and visitors alike.
Stroll down Main Street and shop the sidewalk
sales. Grab a delicious lunch on one of the great outdoor patios. Listen to live music on
Main Street and Coronation Park. See the Studebakers owned by the Hamilton Chapter
Studebaker Drivers Club at the Museum. Talk to the representatives of our Service Clubs
and find out how you can get involved. Feel like a kid and have your face painted. Linger
in Coronation Park and learn about the history and the future of Grimsby through the
Historical Society and the Green Vendors. Shop for fresh local products at the Farmers
Market. There is something for everyone at the Festival at the Forty.
As the first time we were able to attend this
show, I was not sure how it would go. The
weather was perfect, warm and dry. We all
met on the grounds at the museum before
10:00, well almost. We missed the turn and
had to go around the block. Alas, we were
not the only ones. We were not in the center
of the action, so we were never overrun with
people. Just a steady crowd all day, as
people had to drive past us to get to
downtown Grimsby, which was closed off.
They would come back to pay us a visit when they were checking out the displays.
We had Studebaker covered in five decades – not shabby when you consider there were
16 vehicles. Unfortunately we did not have a truck or two. The 1927 Commander was an
excellently restored car while the 1933
was an all-original car that has been
owned for many years. Our Coupe, while
modified, is mostly original on the
outside and covered the 40’s. We had to
have a bullet-nose, the model most
recognizable as being a Studebaker. The
President was an attempt to compete
head-to-head with the large models of the
day offered by the big three (among
others). The other 1956 was based on the
infamous design of 1953. We had a beautiful example of a Hawk; this one a Silver Hawk
with its fins (wings?) on the back. The 1962 Larks were a contrast – a modified version

By Mike Emmerich
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Festival at the 40
featuring a 289 cid engine and four speed transmission to an original 170 cid six. The
1963 era was well covered. The Lark convertible was displayed at the Canadian
International Auto Show in Toronto back
in 2007. The Avanti was excellent example
of the performance side of Studebaker,
featuring the supercharged R-2 289 cid
engine. The Gran Tourismo or GT Hawk
was nearing the end of the Hawk line sans
fins. The 1964 Daytona was an example of
the last of the Studebaker powered cars.
December of 1963 would see the end of
manufacturing in South Bend and Canada
became the sole supplier of Studebakers
(built at their assembly plant in Hamilton). The 1965’s were represented by the “bread
and butter” Commander and a Wagonaire, which featured a sliding rear roof. The 1966
Cruiser is similar in appearance to the last 1966 Cruiser, now housed in the museum in
South Bend. All three of these cars featured engines by General Motors after the demise
of the Studebaker engines in 1964.
All-in-all it was a great show, very relaxing with no shortage of things to see and do. We
headed off to the market and bought some bones for our new girls, checked out the
festival down-town and then bought lunch at a local delicatessen. The grounds were
conducive to conversation so we spent a lot of time talking to fellow owners. It was good
to see Stu and Thelma Chapman back in a Studebaker. They just recently re-acquired
their 1964 Daytona and have gone to more shows and cruises in the past two weeks than
we have gone all summer! We look forward to coming back again next year!

George Worron, 1927
Commander

Don Carter, 1933 President

Mike & Judith Emmerich,
1940 Champion

Steve & Kathryn Porter,
1950 Champion

Collin Hindman, 1956
President

John & Ingrid Koshty, 1956
Champion

By Mike Emmerich
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Festival at the 40

Matthew & Daphne Hawkes,
1959 Silver Hawk

Roly & Sue Lusted, 1962
Lark Daytona

Steve Tournay, 1962 Lark

George & Donna Graham,
1963 Lark

Jim & Barb Anderson, 1963
Avanti

Tom Roddon, 1963 GT

Stu & Thelma Chapman,
1964 Daytona

Larry & Suzann English,
1965 Commander

Brian Stuck, 1965
Wagonaire

Eric Harnett, 1966 Cruiser

The gang is all here – count
them!

No, not a statue, checking
out a vantage point!

See http://www.festivalattheforty.com/ for more information on next year’s event.

By Mike Emmerich
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BELTS AND HOSES
Not bells and whistles, as the caption reads, but sometimes the sounds that
emanate from the engine bay can be as annoying as bells and whistles.
Strange sounds with your engine running can often be traced back to a worn
belt. A bad power steering belt starts to make a noise when you turn the
steering wheel. A bad water pump/alternator belt squeals when the engine is
accelerated.
You do not necessarily have to replace a squealing belt. Sometimes just
tightening it a bit will cure the objectionable noise but you should probably
purchase a replacement belt for future use.
Belt adjustment is not difficult. Tighten it up and check your work by pressing
down on the backside of the belt to see if you have at least 1/2" play.
While you are at it, make sure the pulley alignment is OK. Sometimes a
straightedge along the faces of the pulleys will tell you that you need to shim
something to ensure the belts are running true. Quite often a misaligned pulley
is what contributes to worn belts
Hoses are relatively simple. Either they leak or they don't. Fairly clear. Right?
Wrong. Leaking hoses are obvious and the solution is to tighten the clamps or
replace the hose. Our cars are getting old and I have seen hoses that are still
original. After 50 years you are asking for disaster.
Check and replace any hose that is hard or very soft. Either way they are not
good.
Be aware that the lower rad hose has an internal spring which will allow engine
suction to draw water through the hose without the hose collapsing.
When you have gone over your belts and hoses your car should run quietly
again but one final step is needed. Put in a couple of tablets of GM coolant
system sealer into the rad to stop tiny leaks before they start.

By Peter Sant
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Avanti Frustration
This is a series of e-mails that Dwayne and I traded back and forth over the summer.
When you own a vintage car, there will be issues that pop up time-to-time. In Dwayne’s
case, all he had to do was pass Air Care, a requirement in BC. It seems that one simple
thing can blossom into a major overhaul. Just do one thing at a time, and hopefully it all
works out in the end. Oh yeah, never total up the bills as you will not like what you see!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

July 10: Hi mike. I am frustrated with my ride. I have difficulty getting it thru air care.
Due to the three quarter cam to get the carb fine tuned to pass is something else. Another
thing to overcome is overheating. My 383 stroker takes a lot of space. Actually too much
power than what is needed to drive daily. I am thinking of dropping in a smaller engine.
Do you know any that work well? Fit well?
Dwayne
July 12: So yesterday I took it back to the guy who had originally rebuilt the top end of
the motor. I left the car with him - to install a new 750 carb, re-locate the oil filter for
easier access (necessary for the install of two Catalytic Converters) all requiring some
rework on the exhaust piping. Then it will be pre-tested for emissions before going thru
the Test Station.
.
Will let you know. $$$$$$$$
Dwayne
July 18: Two things for overheating I cured on my coupe - also a 383 - use Dextcool
coolant - pink - better heat transfer capability as opposed to standard "green". I also use a
mechanical fan - the electric alone did not cut it. If you are running an electric, change
back to mechanical or add the shroud kit/fan that Myers and others advertise.
Note - A lean condition will cause an engine to run hot.
A 383 is typically built for torque - you probably have too much cam - I run a very mild
cam in mine and still made 350 HP at the back wheels. Very streetable, decent gas
mileage. I copied Peter Sant so he can add his comments...
Mike.
July 18: Mike/Dwayne; Overheating is a problem at this time of year in almost any old
car. The first thing to establish is whether or not the engine is really overheating. The
gauge may say it is but the only way to tell is by using an infra-red gun or a candy
thermometer. If it is overheating the main problem on an Avanti is the inability for hot air
in the engine bay to exit. There is no place for it to go! You may want to try a Saturn Air
Dam See: http://forum.studebakerdriversclub.com/showthread.php?42115-Avanti-SaturnDeflector-21031161-Installation
Also you may want to try "Water Wetter" made by Redline. People say it does reduce
temperature by 15 degrees. .
Sorry that I cannot be more helpful. My Avanti even runs hot with the A/C on and doing
75 mph on the 401. .
Peter
July 18: thank you. I have a 3/4 race cam - took off the 600 Eldebrock carb and put a 750
on which matches up better with the manifold and cam. Runs a lot better but still too
much Hydrocarbons on idle. Will be adding catalytic converters that should take care of
By Dwayne Jacobson
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the problem. Overheating - runs cooler with the 750 carb. Right now I have 2 pusher
mechanical fans that I switch on in bumper to bumper traffic. My other is an electric
puller mounted to the rad. Looking at a custom shroud with 2 fans pulling. Also have to
have the tranny re and re - the mechanic on holidays for 2 weeks so I wait. Hopefully
that does it. After that a new paint job. By that time I will have 50,000 invested. It had
better be right for that money .
Dwayne
July 18: Hi Dwayne, check with Myers. Avanti went to electric fans, and then switched
back to mechanical due to overheating. They sell a retrofit kit which allows you to
convert back to mechanical (includes fan and shroud). This is the same kit I have in my
car, I believe. You can still keep the pusher fans for heavy traffic.
I had to replace the single cat on mine - went to a true dual with two high flow cats relatively inexpensive (I believe around $85 each) - and you will retain good flow and
that throaty sound. Who says old cars are a cheap investment? We have over $40K in
Judith's convertible and it is still not on the road...
Mike.
Aug 13: HI everyone. Hope you are enjoying the summer (for what we on the west coast
have had so far) and getting out for drives in your Avanti. Just a couple weeks before the
Can AM Zone Meet in New Westminster happens. A couple of weeks back I had the
pleasure of hosting a breakfast for Brian Curtis, Jerry Monitor and Ray Keehner (from
the US and members of the ASC) then we went to the Hotel in New West where the Zone
Meet will be held and met up with Pete Yuen and Mark Carson. We toured the facilities
and parking lot (to hold 150 vehicles). There's still time to join in. On the Friday
morning the ASC has arranged a driving tour involving 2 car collections, lunch and
Winery. Those with Avanti's will tag along. .

This past week I had the pleasure of having breakfast with Chuck Douglas and Robert
McLean at our restaurant. Chuck was having a slight problem with his exhaust (leak in
the gasket) but got it tightened enough to make it drivable till he got home to 108 Mile.
I have tried 4 times to get through Air Car in June. I had to wait until now to get 2
Catalytic Converters installed - scheduled for this coming Tuesday. The car just came
back after having a new carb installed - 750 Eldebrock - tuned, and then the tranny rebuilt
($$$$$$$). Here's where you could come into the picture without any cost to yourself.
The Converters are custom make - approx 8 inches in length and about 5 inches in
diameter. We located the best place is right after where the steering control stops
By Dwayne Jacobson
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movement. It is real tight and near the body and at times the steering control. There will
be a LOT of HEAT radiated from these converters. The muffler shop that is going to
install them does not have any idea or material for a proper HEAT SHIELD.
Have any of you had experience with this? I have mine installed in the X-member with
the mufflers mounted just before the rear axle. No heat shield.
Dwayne
August 16: Well here it is - finally done and passed AIR CARE with flying colours.
Attached pic shows the 2 custom Cat. Converters welded on. Car even sounds better quieter. So far the temp. Has stayed at the 180 level. Will test it tomorrow with a run into
Vancouver downtown.
What was done: New 750 Carb, Tranny rebuilt, 2 custom Cat. Converters installed. Cost
$3400.00 hard earned bucks!
What still needs to be done (that I am aware of):
1.
Apply heat resistant coating and acoustic Coatings to the inside - floor and
firewall. I have the material but not the time.
2.
Probably a new steering box. Add new lubricant – Studebaker International sells
this semi-fluid grease. Make sure it has not been “over adjusted”. Highly recommend the
quick steering arms Studebaker International sells – made a big difference in how my car
reacts. Stay tuned about installing a rack – Brian Chappelle and I are looking into this.
3.
Something in the upper steering column is causing a slight grinding from time to
time. Horn does not work now. There is a nylon bushing that is probably wiped out. I
believe that Avanti vendors like Myers sell these things (yours would be a GM column).
There should be a wire bridging the gasket between the steering box and column. If
broken, your horn will not work (it is the ground wire).
4.
Install the windshield water bag (I installed an air vent in the wheel well that has a
metal shroud that is in the way where the former bag was.
5.
Install another air vent on the driver’s side near the back firewall. Helps get the
hot air out of the engine compartment.
6.
Install the CD player in the glove box.
7.
Re-carpet
8.
Paint job and install the new windshield and gaskets.
9.
Possibly redo the u-joints and service the rear end.
All something to look forward to . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dwayne

By Dwayne Jacobson
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Bill Leathem, Noted Studebaker Rally Team
Competitor Passes
William ‘Bill’ Leathem passed away very suddenly in Ottawa, Ontario on May 16th 2011 at
the age of 76, leaving his wife Beth and sons Kevin and David. Bill was a cartographer by
profession, initially in Montreal, Quebec, and later in Nepean, Ontario, where he became
Director of Planning for the City of Nepean. His extensive background in map reading and
preparation provided the grounding for his well-known competitive ability in Canada’s
automobile rally events of the late 50s and throughout the 60s.
Prior to joining the Studebaker Rally Team in 1964, under the management of Studebaker’s
Director of Advertising, Stu Chapman, Bill’s greatest success came in the 1961 Shell 4000
Rally with Grant McLean in a Volvo. That year, Jack Young and Reg Hillary, along with
Lou Lalonde and John Jones, drove Studebaker Larks in the competition. After a gruelling
4000 mile trek across Canada, all three teams finished in a tie for first place. A subsequent
skills competition placed the Young/Hillary Studebaker first, with Lalonde and Jones
coming in second and McLean and Leathem third.
When Studebaker went shopping for a first class navigator to compete with noted racing
driver Pedro Rodriguez for the 1964 Shell 4000, Bill Leathem was the obvious choice,
since he was ranked as one of the best navigators in Canada. His love of competition
coupled with his amazing skills in navigation contributed significantly to nationwide
attention toward the Studebaker Rally Team.
In private life, Bill was an excellent golfer and spent considerable time on the course when
he could. Ironically, on July 11th 1971, Bill was playing golf in Ottawa with Stu Chapman
when the sad news came that Pedro Rodriguez had been killed in a sports car race in
Germany. His last few years were spent trying to overcome the problems associated with
macular degeneration; however he never let his rapidly failing sight get him down, even
though his love for golf had ended. He continued to travel with his wife whenever it was
possible. In fact, the week before Bill went into the diabetic coma from which he did not
recover; he and Beth were planning a trip to Cuba. Bill Leathem brought smiles to
everyone’s face with his quick wit coupled with a charming Irish accent. He will be sadly
missed by everyone who had the great fortune of being his friend.
Left to right: Jack Jaczynski, Mechanic; Pedro
Rodriguez, Driver; Stu Chapman, Team Manager;
Bill Leathem, Navigator.

Editor: I have attached an article I wrote about
Rallying in Canada, which Bill Leathem
participated in. It also references Reg Hillary, who
had an excellent article published by The Record
on June 24, 2011, also attached.
Submitted by Stu Chapman
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Rallying in Canada
Only in a Studebaker!
Starting in 1961 as a publicity stunt by
the British Columbia government, the
rally began in Montreal and ended in
Vancouver. Two-person teams drove a
wide variety of vehicles, from Austin’s
to Volvos. The first rally was known as
the British Columbia International Trade
Fair Rally. Shell Oil Company of
Canada Ltd was approached to sponsor
this event. After the first event, the rally
was known as the Shell 4000 Rally. The
Shell 4000 was a popular rally
throughout the 1960s and the MontrealVancouver destinations changed over
the years to Calgary, Halifax, Ottawa,
Quebec City and Victoria.

Jim Gunn (President of CASC) had laid
out the course over roads that are
usually not main highways. The Trans
Canada highway would be utilized in
portions, keeping in mind that it only
opened the previous year and many
sections were still under construction.
He located control points along the route
at unspecified intervals and determined
what time the contestants must arrive at
these points. Consideration was given to
having power and a method to telex the
results to Vancouver for scoring (and
back again for reporting). Penalties were
awarded to the crew of the car for not
arriving at the specified time. In a longdistance rally, the instructions are
simple and not usually open to
interpretation. Distance, timing, and
reliability are the factors that influence
the winning of this 4000 mile event.

Start of the BCITF Rally in Montreal

British Columbia International Trade
Fair Rally 1961. The 1961 Rally was
scheduled to coincide with the opening
of the Trade Fair and was competed by
more than 100 teams. Since the Trade
Fair had a start date of May 6th and the
rally had a seven day running time, the
first start was on April 30th @ 7:00 am

Poster from 1964 Rally

The Canadian Automobile Sport Clubs
(CASC), the governing body of motor
sports in Canada, helped organize,
regulate and plan the 4000-plus-mile
rally.
By Mike Emmerich
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of Toronto, who finished with four
penalty points. In second place, another
Lark, this time an independent entry
driven by L. Lalonde and J. Jones also
of Toronto. The Studebaker Larks with
their V-8 engines outperformed the
others in this contest. Other Studebakers
in the 1961 rally include Ted and E.
Nott (23rd), Hawk, D. O’Hara and A.
Honeyman (33rd), Lark, and Heather
Wilson and Margaret Taylor (66th), Lark
(one of the six all-women teams).

Readying the three yellow Larks in Montreal

from Montreal. Ninety-three cars
reached the finish point at the Pacific
National
Exhibition
grounds
in
Vancouver with overnight stops in
Toronto, Sault Ste. Marie, Winnipeg,
Saskatoon, Calgary and Trail, B.C.

Second place L. Lalonde, J. Jones

Winners J. Young, R. Hillary

The seven days had been fraught with
timing issues and delays, organization
miscues and protests. The results were
in a deplorable state and the press and
participants alike wanted to know who
the winners were. First place overall
was finally awarded to one of the
consistent front runners, a factoryentered Studebaker Lark from Hamilton
ON, driven by J. Young and R. Hillary
By Mike Emmerich

H. Wilson, M. Taylor finished 66th

Even with all the protests lodged, the
spirit was one of cooperation and
suggestions to make the next rally
better. Many had signaled their intention
to return.
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R. Hillary and F. Bradley starting the Rally

Welcome to British Columbia, Mr. Young…

Leaving checkpoint (Shell station)
Unnamed checkpoint. Note the tow rope.

Shell 4000 Rally 1962. Now known as
the Shell 4000 Rally, the Toronto teams
returned in 1962 and L. Lalonde and J.
Jones won this year with 29 penalty
points. This was sweet revenge for
finishing second last year. Finishing 9th
was D. Haddow and B. Davies in a
Lark. In 18th were T. Sumner and P. Van
der Meyden also in a Lark. The
finishing placements meant that
Studebaker was out of the running for
the team award. There were two other
teams with Larks entered (R. Hillary, F.
Bradley and A. Fergusson, M. Clark)
but they did not finish.

By Mike Emmerich

Winners L. Lalonde and J. Jones

Shell 4000 Rally 1963. In 1963
Studebaker's days appeared to be over
as the best showing was 22nd (D. Carter
and G. Field). In 27th were J. Legare and
J. Steagall. In 29th were H. Trotter and
W. Carlisle, followed by J. Jones and L.
Lalonde in 30th. C. Stuart and A.
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Fergusson came in 40th with D. Haddow
and J. Bird receiving a DNF. All were
driving Larks. The eventual winner was
a Chevrolet Chevy II.

P. Murphy and J. Calvin starting the Rally

Shell 4000 Rally 1965. In 1965,
plagued with bad luck and driving a
Commander, P. Rodriguez and B.
Leathem finished 28th. A Volvo won
overall again this year.

Action shot

Through the windshield

P. Rodriguez and B. Leathem starting

H. Trotter and W. Carlisle getting service

Shell 4000 Rally 1964. In 1964, the
lone entrants P. Murphy and J. Calvin,
who were in a Lark, finished the rally in
43rd. Volvo’s were the big winners this
year – all ten entrants finished the race
with one winning overall.
By Mike Emmerich

P. Rodriguez and B. Leathem at speed
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1963 GT Hawk driven by R. Wilson, A.
Robitaille
P. Rodriguez and B. Leathem with Canada’s
Own Car

In 1969, Shell dropped its financial
involvement. There have been several
attempts to return to the former days,
but nothing to date has had the success
of these classic, anything-goes events.
The Shell 4000 was a fixture on the
international motorsports calendar. It
offered professionalism and Europeanstyled speed sections that brought in
competitors from around the globe. All
of the major magazines reported on the
rally creating public awareness. It also
laid the groundwork and reshaped the
sport into today's national rally
championships. And the manufacturer
support Studebaker Canada provided
meant it was a major player in the
beginnings of this rally.

B. Leathem repairing broken oil line with P.
Rodriguez watching.

Shell 4000 Rally 1966. In 1966, our
own Stu Chapman and T. Baldock
entered a Daytona, but alas, did not
show. Studebaker Canada had shut
down operations on March 17, 1966. A
Lotus Cortina (Ford) won this year.

References:
Shell 4000 Centennial Rally 1967. In
1967, the final year a Studebaker
appears on the list, a GT Hawk driven
by R. Wilson and A. Robitaille received
a DNF due to mechanical failure. A
Lotus Cortina (Ford) also won this year.

By Mike Emmerich

Shell 4000 Rally, http://shell-4000-rally.org/
Marcel Chichak, http://starchak.ca/
Tim Miller,
http://www.thespec.com/article/549193
Canadian Automobile Sport Clubs,
http://www.casc.on.ca/
Stu Chapman,
http://www.thehamiltonchaptersdc.ca/
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Cambridge racer still going strong 50 years after
Trans-Canada win
CAMBRIDGE — Reg Hillary and Jack Young drove up and down the Cascades of mountainous
British Columbia. Crash now and their silvery-grey Studebaker Lark might tumble nine feet. Or
their car No. 63 could plummet 9,000 feet. There was no way the driving partners could know
the depth of the disaster they courted 50 years ago en route to victory in the inaugural TransCanada Rally, a grueling 4,100-mile, six-day race from Montreal to Vancouver. Pass a car and
you might die. Don’t pass and you may lose. There was little room to pass. Guard rails? You’ve
got to be joking. This was 1961. All that Hillary and Young knew was that the edge was inches
off the loose-gravel road. “We couldn’t see the drop,” says Hillary, a 90-year-old Cambridge
resident. “You could just see the road disappear.”
Hillary, whose driving resume includes a long list of accomplishments in both rally and circuit
racing, didn’t disappear then and he has no plans to slip into the abyss now. The professional
engineer and businessman, originally from London, England, turns 91 in November. He still
works full-time six months a year as a rep for a fence component manufacturer. When the
weather turns cold, Reg and his wife Shirley head to Florida. Retirement? He’ll pass that
checkpoint eventually. “When I turn 100, I will go part-time to see if I like it,” Hillary muses.
Until then, he’s practicing on his living room organ. He works out in his basement on all his
exercise gear. He hates walking. Hillary, who hasn’t seen his long-ago rally partner Young in
years, left racing behind 30 years ago. When he did race, he was The Rain Master. His skills
behind the wheel in wet weather gave him an advantage. He could sense his car’s grip on the
road and dared to pass when other drivers feared to make a move. “You become part of your
car,” he says.
Hillary and Young, two “works” drivers for Studebaker in Hamilton, held the rough road in good
and bad weather. They passed slower cars to stay on schedule. A rally is no Cannonball Run of
speeding cars and highway hijinks. This was not a Burt Reynolds movie caper come to life.
You’ve got to hit all of the surprise checkpoint at the prescribed time. You never know when a
checkpoint will pop up. Too early and you are slapped with penalty points. Too late, and you get
more penalty points. On time is the only way to be. The driver has the wheel. The navigator
follows the bright-red route book. He calculates time and distance. Hillary and Young were one
of 108 teams in that race 50 years ago. Just 93 finished. One driver died and three others were
injured in a collision, Hillary recalls. Their four-door sedan finished best on May 6, 1961. For
winning the initial Trans-Canada rally, Hillary should be in The Canadian Motorsports Hall of
Fame, says John Porter, a former racer and former editor of several racing club publications. “He
was the first and did rather well.” Porter says the lack of success of his lobbying to get Hillary
into the hall may be due to rally racing’s low profile. Rally racing isn’t a big spectator sport, he
says, but based on his own racing experience, it is one of the toughest racing disciplines. “There
is nothing more challenging in my estimation than rallying because every turn is different, every
crossroad is different. There are no repeats.”
Hillary, who came to Canada in 1957 for an aerospace engineering job in Scarborough, moved to
Cambridge several years ago after meeting Shirley, an Elora girl who worked in banking for 40
years. They met nearly a decade ago through a mutual friend who lived in their current complex
behind a Galt police station. The cops have no idea the wily old Rain Master is right next door.
When they married a year after meeting, the priest shook his head. What advice could the
reverend offer those two veterans of walks down the aisle? “We had 111 years of marriage
between the two of us,” Shirley says with a chuckle. Shirley had already lost her husband after
By Jeff Hicks (Waterloo Region Record)
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Cambridge
e racerr still going
g
s
strong 50 yea
ars after
Trans-Cana
ada wiin
53 years of marriagee. Hillary haad lost his wife
w of 50 yeears. Muriel, his second wife, had been a
rally raceer too. Her cherished
c
mu
usic boxes, all 52 of theem, stand inn his basemeent along witth his
72 trophiies. Hillary’s first marriage lasted ju
ust eight yeaars. The resuulting bitternness led him
m into
racing caars as he sought to bring some enjoym
ment back innto his life.
But Hillaary was mucch more than
n a racer. Thee list of his iinterests andd accomplishhment is longg and
varies. Toastmaster. Mason. Air raid warden
n during the S
Second Worrld War. Dirrt biker. Ice rracer.
Yellow belt
b in Judo.. Hillary cam
me within ho
ours of gettiing his pilott license butt found flyinng air
planes to
oo boring and
d abandoned
d the pursuit.. The world’’s most interresting rally driver has quuite a
resume. His
H teenage vanity led him
h to give up boxing w
when takingg punches sttarted givingg him
cauliflow
wer ear. His looks
l
were too importan
nt to him thenn.
When hee moved to Cambridge
C
from
f
Freelto
on, Ont., he had to quit is aerobics cclass. That w
was a
shame. Hillary,
H
form
mer presidentt of the Canaadian Fence Industry Asssociation, w
was the onlyy fella
in an exeercise class with
w 26 wom
men. When he
h married Shhirley, the ggirls from thee class threw
w him
a shower. Today, Hillary
H
look
ks fit and feels
f
strong.. His diet? Not the heealthiest. He’s a
chocohollic who devo
ours a cup off whipping cream
c
and a ppound of buutter each weeek.
Hillary and
a Shirley both still drrive. These days, there are guard rrails. Not likke 50 yearss ago,
going up
p and down
n mountainss in a Studebaker Larkk with a tigght schedule to keep. “The
headlightts illuminateed the edgee of the grav
vel,” Hillaryy says. Andd beyond thhe edge? Hee still
doesn’t know.
k
Theree are still miles
m
to go and
a his lightts are on. Thhe next checkpoint couuld be
anywheree.

Mike Emmerich, Reg Hillary and
a Stu Chappman taken Appril 23, 2011.
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o Region Reco
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Upcoming Events...
Chapter Events
September 10, 2011: International “Drive Your Studebaker Day”. We really need
Avanti owners to embrace this and get their Avanti’s out there –
even if for a simple solo trip. Pictures and stories needed! Stay
tuned for more information.
Meetings for 2011:

Sep. 11, 2010: Ralph and Marguerite Hart, Cambridge, ON.
Nov. 27, 2011: Bill Harris, Dundas ON. ELECTIONS!

AOAI Events
TBA

Stay Tuned as events are announced for 2012!

SDC Events
Sep 30-Oct 1 2011:

Maple Leaf Tour 2011 - Will Norton, president of the Ontario
SDC, has extended an invitation to members of CAOA to attend
their annual Maple Leaf Tour. Muskoka Tour master Verne
Brinsmead has prepared a summary of the information about the
event included in the May/Jun newsletter.

June 28-July 1, 2012: Studebaker “Made in Canada” Celebration, Ontario Chapter SDC.
It's to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the SDC, 40th of the
Ontario Chapter and 160th of the Studebaker Corporation. See
http://www.ontariosdc.ca/ as information becomes available.
July 29- Aug 4, 2012: 48th INTERNATIONAL MEET, July 29-Aug 4, 2012 in South
Bend, IN. Hosted by Michiana Chapter. HQ: Marriott Downtown
Hotel. Join us in celebrating 50 years of the Studebaker Drivers
Club! Meet hotel is the Marriott, with activities at the Century
Center, and Fairgrounds. Come to South Bend and enjoy a fun
filled eventful week! See http://www.michiana-chapter-sdc.net
Have an event you would like to add? Please contact Mike Emmerich with the details and
I will include.
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TOOL GUIDE FOR DIY's
DRILL PRESS: A tall upright machine useful for suddenly snatching flat metal bar stock
out of your hands so that it smacks you in the chest and flings your beer across the room,
denting the freshly-painted project which you had carefully set in the corner where
nothing could get to it.
WIRE WHEEL: Cleans paint off bolts and then throws them somewhere under the
workbench with the speed of light. Also removes fingerprints and hard-earned calluses
from fingers in about the time it takes you to say, 'Oh sh --'
SKILL SAW: A portable cutting tool used to make studs too short.
PLIERS: Used to round off bolt heads. Sometimes used in the creation of blood-blisters.
BELT SANDER: An electric sanding tool commonly used to convert minor touch-up
jobs into major refinishing jobs.
HACKSAW: One of a family of cutting tools built on the Ouija board principle. It
transforms human energy into a crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you attempt
to influence its course, the more dismal your future becomes.
VISE-GRIPS: Generally used after pliers to completely round off bolt heads. If nothing
else is available, they can also be used to transfer intense welding heat to the palm of
your hand.
OXYACETYLENE TORCH: Used almost entirely for lighting various flammable
objects in your shop on fire. Also handy for igniting the grease inside the wheel hub out
of which you want to remove a bearing race.
TABLE SAW: A large stationary power tool commonly used to launch wood projectiles
for testing wall integrity.
HYDRAULIC FLOOR JACK: Used for lowering an automobile to the ground after you
have installed your new brake shoes, trapping the jack handle firmly under the bumper.
BAND SAW: A large stationary power saw primarily used by most shops to cut good
aluminum sheet into smaller pieces that more easily fit into the trash can after you cut on
the inside of the line instead of the outside edge.
TWO-TON ENGINE HOIST: A tool for testing the maximum tensile strength of
everything you forgot to disconnect.
PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER: Normally used to stab the vacuum seals under lids or for
opening old-style paper-and-tin oil cans and splashing oil on your shirt; but can also be
used, as the name implies, to strip out phillips screw heads.
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STRAIGHT SCREWDRIVER: A tool for opening paint cans. Sometimes used to convert
common slotted screws into non-removable screws and butchering your palms.
PRY BAR: A tool used to crumple the metal surrounding that clip or bracket you needed
to remove in order to replace a 50 cent part.
HOSE CUTTER: A tool used to make hoses too short.
HAMMER: Originally employed as a weapon of war, the hammer nowadays is used as a
kind of divining rod to locate the most expensive parts adjacent the object we are trying
to hit.
UTILITY KNIFE: Used to open and slice through the contents of cardboard cartons
delivered to your front door; works particularly well on contents such as seats, vinyl
records, liquids in plastic bottles, collector magazines, refund checks, and rubber or
plastic parts. Especially useful for slicing work clothes, but only while in use.
SON OF A BITCH TOOL: Any handy tool that you grab and throw across the garage
while yelling 'Son of a bitch' at the top of your lungs. It is also, most often, the next tool
that you will need.
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